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The state of roads in western Victoria are as bad as I have seen in 28 years of driving. The State government is primarily focused on Melbourne, and dismally funds country roads. The fix for under-funding seems to be, put up "rough surface" signs everywhere and lower the speed limit to compensate for crumbling roads. A trip from South Australia into Victoria along the Princes Hwy is a real eye opener and a life and death matter. If you enter Victoria from Mt Gambier along the above mention section of road, one can easily see the Victorian Governments disdain for country residents. Country motorists die because of poorly maintained and underfunded roads. Western Victoria is especially underfunded. Time to eject labor at the next election for wasting 1 Billion not to build a road. Imagine how that 1 Billion could have improved local roads and saved lives. Vic roads is a poor manager of the limited road funding. Maybe if all motorists identified as Tran sexual or homosexual Daniel Andrews would find billions immediately for all roads in this state.
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